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1． General Description 

YZU series Vibratory Motor is a new general vibratory source. One or more may be combined to generate all kinds of vibratory forces. It is widely used in the lines of grain processing, metallurgy, mine, casting, 

power, pharmacy, chemical engineering, light industrial, and so on. Our company is the fixed manufacturer for producing vibratory motors authorized by the original Ministry of Commerce of China .Compared with all 

the congeneric products, each technical index of our motors ranks among the international top level. 

2． Instructions for Models 

Product models are described as below: 

 

YZU                                            

 

For example: 

YZU—5— 4   A  1      

The design for derived number ("1" indicates the first derivative number ) 

                        The installation form is type A 

The pole number is 4 

                            The rated vibratory force is 5kN  

                            Three-phase asynchronous vibration motor (vibratory motor for short) 

 

 

3. Workable conditions  

1).Altitude: ≤1000m  

2).Ambient temperature: -15℃～40℃ 

3). Voltage: 380V 

4). Frequency: 50Hz 

5).Connection: Y,△ 

6). Insulation class: F 

7). Level of protection: IP54, IP55 

8). Working: S1 (continuous) 

9). Cooling-down: IC410 

10). Installation form: ANY (exclude those with signs for installation) 

Please customize, if your condition exceeds the above. 

4. Storage conditions  

Motors should be kept indoors. You have to guarantee room air to be dry and clean, and as for the relative humidity, to be no more than 50%. Stacking is not allowed, if the motor has no package. Please maintain 

the motors properly during the storage and check them regularly to avoid rust and moisture. If the temperature changes frequently, motors deserve more attention.  

5. Inspection before installation  

Vibratory force Pole number Installation form Additional code 
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Checking following items before the vibratory motor is installed  

1).Examine whether the data on nameplate is in accordance with the order. 

2).Check out if there is any damage or fastening piece is loose, and to see whether it is affected with damp in transit. 

3). Remove the cover of one end, then turn the eccentric block a week without electricity to find out whether it collides with other parts. 

4). Check insulating resistance with megohmmeter to ensure it to be no less than 20MΩ, otherwise, drying process is needed(drying temperature below 120 ℃). 

5).Inspect whether the motor is in good contact through a multimeter. 

6.  Installation  

1). Vibratory motor must be installed on the machinery securely. Conjunction plane which connects the mechanical vibration and the motor should be machined surface with the roughness of Ra6.3. Mounting 

strength of the bolt should not be less than 8.8, and the spring washers just as locking pieces have to be used. 

2). Rotation of the vibration motor must meet the equipment requirements (usually, motors with two-motor equipment require the relative rotation, just as shown below). 

 

3). Motors should be suspended after working 20minutes. Please re-tighten the bolts at the moment. After keeping the motors running 2-3 hours, you should repeat the above procedure. In the first day or two 

please have the procedure repeated, and then check the motors every 4-6 weeks. 

Note: Re-tightening of bolts is very important for the protection of the vibratory motor. Loose of the bolts often leads to the damage of vibration motor. 

4). The power cable must be reliably fixed to prevent being worn away during the use. 

5). The motor must be equipped with a reliable grounding device. 

6). Electrical protection device is a necessity for the use of electrical equipment. 

Note: Cable line is always considered to be wearing parts and its feature of friction injury often leads to the phase operation of the motor. So, please select high quality cable, check the cable regularly to ensure 

timely facilitation and replacement. 

7. Adjustment of vibratory force  

If the vibratory force of the motor is less than 20kN, please have it adjusted to 100% and to 70% when it exceeds 20kN. In the use of the motor, eccentric block can be adjusted to generate the appropriate vibratory 

force to achieve the required amplitude. 

Adjustment steps: 

    1).Turn off both covers on two sides. 

2). Remove fastening bolt of the outer eccentric block, pull out the outer eccentric block and have it whirled to the required position (as the fig), then push it in and tighten the bolts. 
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Adjustment and direction of the eccentric block must be unanimous, or there will generate a space torque which usually leads to the damage of motors.  

8. Lubrication of bearings  

1).Time to add grease lubricant 

Motors with priming cup need to add grease lubricant after running 300 hours (according to the schedule below). Temperature of bearing chamber must not exceed 90 ℃. Under normal circumstances, those 

without priming cup need to have their bearings cleaned or replaced after running 5000-7000hours.  

2). Variety and quantity of grease lubricant  

The recommended lubricating greases which are used in JBM motors - recommended grease is Mobil XHP 222 for cylindrical roller bearing and HSB of SINOPEC for deep groove ball bearing. 

Quantity of grease lubricant for each type of motors just as follows: 

NO Motor Designation Type 
Quantity to Add 

(Grams) 

Lubrication 

Designation Type 
Intervals to 

Add(hours) 

1 6-2A、6-2B、8-2B、8-4A、8-4B、10-4B、L-8-2 2.5 XHP222 500 

2 10-2B、10-4B、L1-8-4 3 XHP222 500 

3 12-4A、15-4A、C-15-6 4 XHP222 500 

4 16-2B、L-10-4、L-16-4、L1-16-4 6 XHP222 500 

5 
20-2B、20-4B、25-4B、20-6B1、20-6B3、25-6B 

10 XHP222 500 
20-8B、L1-20-2、L1-20-4 

6 
30-2B、32-4B、35-4B、30-6B、32-6B、36-6B、40-6B 

12 XHP222 400 
40-6B、30-8B、L2-50-4、C-25-6 
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7 40-2B、L1-25-4、L1-32-4、L1-35-4 15 XHP222 400 

8 50-6B、50-6B1、60-6B、40-8B、L2-65-4、L3-35-6 18 XHP222 400 

9 
50-2B、50-4B、50-8B、75-6B、L1-50-4、L1-50-4A、 

30 XHP222 400 
L2-75-4、L3-50-4、L3-50-6 

10 
75-4B、75-6B1、75-6B2、L1-65-4、L1-75-4、L1-75-4A 

40 XHP222 400 
L2-100-4、C-75-4 

11 L2-125-4、C-75-6 50 XHP222 400 

12 100-6B、100-6B1、75-8B、L1-100-4、C-100-6 65 XHP222 400 

13 135-6B、100-8B、L1-125-4 80 XHP222 400 

14 160-6B、180-6B、C-135-6 90 XHP222 400 

15 210-6B、240-6B、C-160-6 105 XHP222 400 

Usually, bearings with large windage (C3 or C4) are preferred.  

 

9． Other precautions  

1). After debugging, please have the end shield of the vibratory motor well installed. Otherwise, operation is not allowed. 

2). Operational aspect including the installation of the vibratory motor deserves frequent attention during the process of running. If there are any abnormalities, such as overheated (over 90 ℃), abnormal noise, oil 

spills and the like, please stop and check motors immediately. 

3). Product manual should be read carefully before using the product. If the user does not follow the provisions of this manual, our company shall not be responsible for any of the consequences. 

10． Common Malfunction & Exclusion  

 

NO. Malfunction Analyze for malfunction Exclusion 

1 Noise of the motor increases 
Foot bolts become loose Check and fix up the foot bolts 

The bearing is broken. Replace the broken bearing 

2 
Temperature become too high 

(over 90℃) 
The equipment is overheated (over 90℃) Increase the cooling and heat insulation 

3 Oil leaking The temperature of bearing is too high Increase equipment of protecting heat 

4 Poor motor running 
The bearing is lack of oil or the bearing is 

broken 

Add lubricating grease or instead the 

broken bearing timely 

5 Current exceeds normal Mechanical malfunction 

Stop working to check the condition of 

running idle or the vibration mechanical 

situation. 

6 The motor does not work The unbalance weights afoul with other parts Repair parts or change stators. 
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11． Guarantee: 12 months after startup not longer than 18 months since exfactory date. 

12． Technical documents  

1). Product Manual 

2). Certification of the products 

 

Note: If our products have any improvement on technical performance, the product manual shall be amended. But there will be no more notice. 

 

 


